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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach for tone mapping of high dynamic range (HDR) images deriving inspiration
from local binary patterns. We propose two operators both of
which are based on two different local contrast measures. We
show that both the operators are computationally simple and
successfully compress the high dynamic range, preserving the
details in higher as well as lower intensity regions of the HDR
image. We present tone mapped low dynamic range (LDR) images
for ten existing operators and compare them with the tone
mapped images of the proposed operators. We also use an online
metric to compare the contrast differences between the HDR
image and the LDR images produced by the proposed operators
as well as the existing operators. We also show that the operators
proposed in this paper are comparable to the reference operators
in terms of execution time. We conclude the paper with directions
for future research in tone mapping.

sampling methods where the choices for sampling density are
limited. The measures obtained from circular neighbourhood
are more symmetric compared to those obtained from square
neighbourhood. Also, the radius of the circular neighbourhood
can be varied according to the texture of the image.
The major contributions of this paper are listed below.
1)
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

High dynamic range (HDR) imaging aims at the capture
of entire brightness levels of the real world scene ( [1], [2]).
Generally one captures multiple differently exposed images of
the scene and fuses them to generate an HDR image ( [2], [3]).
With increasing importance of HDR imaging in the ﬁeld of
computer graphics, photography, virtual reality, visual effects
and the video game industry in the last two decades [4], there
has been a lot of research on tone mapping for displaying
the high dynamic range of the captured scene on traditional
displays which can display only limited number of bits per
color channel. There are different types of tone mapping
operators (TMOs) depending on the mapping function used
and the design philosophy of the TMOs. The main idea behind
tone mapping is to retain as much details of the scene as
possible while maintaining global contrast.
In an attempt to preserve the details in bright as well as
dark regions of an HDR image, we propose a novel approach
for tone mapping using contrast measure derived from Local
Binary Patterns (LBPs). Contrast is an important cue for tone
mapping as it identiﬁes regions in an HDR image that need
to be compressed and regions that need to be enhanced. We
propose two measures of contrast 1) contrast by difference of
means and 2) contrast by variance. Both these measures are
inspired by LBPs. The computational simplicity of LBPs as
presented in [5] and [6] is the main motivation for choosing it
for tone mapping. In the proposed approach, we have used the
extended version of LBPs which uses circular neighbourhood
as discussed in ( [7], [8]). Circular neighbourhood gives the
liberty to have high sampling density as opposed to traditional

The proposed approach uses contrast measures derived from LBPs for tone mapping which are computationally simpler than contrast measures used in
existing TMOs. The contrast measures allow variation
in the radius of the circular neighbourhood according
to the texture of the image.
The proposed approach works well for bright as well
as dark regions of the scene irrespective of the amount
of contrast present in those scenes.
The contrast measure used for tone mapping is a local
measure, hence it can resist small variations in intraimage illumination.

In this paper, we ﬁrst present an overview of existing work
related to tone mapping in section II. Then we describe the
algorithm of the proposed approach in section III. We present
our results and compare them with existing methods in section
IV using the online Dynamic Range (In)dependent Metrics. [9]
The paper ends with conclusion and discussion on the scope
for future work in section V.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

A review of most commonly used tone mapping operators
can be found in the contents for the course presented in
2011 [10]. The simplest of all the TMOs is linear TMO.
In this approach, the luminance channel of the HDR image
is multiplied by a factor to yield tone mapped image. The
multiplication factor is choice of the user depending on what
kind of information is desired. One of the choices is division of
the luminance channel by its maximum value. But this results
in dark appearance in the tone mapped image. Other choice
is given in [11]. Linear TMO can not compress high dynamic
range effectively. Other simple TMOs include logarithmic and
exponential operators. These operators work well for medium
dynamic range image but not for high dynamic range image
[4].
Tumblin and Rushmeier [12] proposed a global TMO. This
operator preserves brightness but it produces dark images if
proper gamma correction is not applied. It needs adaptation
luminance and maximum contrast of the low dynamic range
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(LDR) display as input parameters from the user. Tone mapping using histogram adjustment has been presented in [13].
This work involves histogram equalization to achieve HDR
compression. It requires number of bins as input parameter
from the user. Drago et al. [14] uses the information from input
pixels’ radiance to adaptively adjust the logarithmic bases of
the TMO. It takes as input the maximum luminance of the
display device. Although the approach achieves good overall
range compression, it can not always preserve ﬁne details.
Local tone mapping operators utilize information from the
neighbouring pixels of central pixel to compute a tone mapping
function for the central pixel. These operators are able to
preserve both local and global contrast but are computationally
expensive. The ﬁrst approach to preserve local contrast was
proposed by Chiu et al. [15]. This approach uses Gaussian
ﬁlter to compute the average of the intensity values in local
neighbourhood of the central pixel which is then used to
scale the original luminance channel to produce LDR image.
The scaling function however produces halo effects and the
computation time increases signiﬁcantly when a number of
iterations are performed to deal with halo effects. The operator
takes the parameters of the scaling function such as sigma,
number of iterations, etc. as input from the user. Reinhard
et al. [16] proposed an approach for tone mapping based on
the photographic principles. The local operator avoids halo
artifacts by using different sized Gaussian kernels to ﬁnd the
largest area without sharp edges. This operator takes three
parameters as input from the user namely exposure value of the
image, sharpening parameter, smallest luminance that will be
mapped to pure white. Tone mapping for high contrast images
was presented by Ashikhmin [17] using two approaches for
preserving local contrast and visual contrast. In both the
approaches, ratio of the difference of the two Gaussian ﬁltered
images with one of them is taken to compute local contrast.
The two Gaussian ﬁlters differ in sizes. This method takes two
parameters as input from the user namely maximum luminance
of the display device and Boolean variable to determine if the
local adaptation luminance estimation must be computed.
In [18] Durand and Dorsey proposed an approach which
uses bilateral ﬁlter to separate the HDR image into two layers
called the base layer and detail layer. Only the base layer has
its contrast reduced and the detail layer is left untouched. The
processed layers are reconstructed to produce the tone mapped
image. In this framework, Tumblin and Rushmeier [12] global
TMO is used. This method preserves local contrast but does not
remove halos completely. It takes luminance adaptation of the
display device and maximum contrast as inputs from the user.
Fattal et al. [19] presented a TMO that employs the idea that
in an HDR image high dynamic range is encompassed in high
magnitude gradients while ﬁne details are present in the low
magnitude gradients. So, attenuating high magnitude gradients
will achieve range compression. The approach preserves ﬁne
details and avoids halo artifacts. It takes only one parameter
as input from the user. Yee and Pattanaik introduced the segmentation based operators [20]. This approach uses Tumblin
and Rushmeier [12] as global TMO. The input to the global
operator is obtained by segmenting the image into regions
and computing adaptation luminance for each region. Tone
mapping can also be performed considering the speciﬁcations
of the display device adaptively [21].

III.

P ROPOSED A PPROACH

The proposed approach for tone mapping of HDR images
employs four basic steps. Each of these steps is discussed
below.
A. Extraction of luminance channel
HDR images are color images. For tone mapping, we
work on the luminance channel as luminance channel contains
information about the dynamic range in the intensity values of
the HDR image. The luminance channel of the HDR image
I is extracted using the following relation given in [22] (see
Equation 1).
L = 0.2126IR + 0.7152IG + 0.0722IB

(1)

We used relative luminance L because the weights given
to the red, green and blue channels closely match the intensity
perceived by humans.
B. Computation of contrast measure
After extraction of the luminance channel we compute its
contrast measure. We use two approaches for computation of
contrast measure: 1) Contrast by difference of means and
2) Contrast by variance as discussed below. In both the
approaches a circular neighbourhood of radius R is computed
for each pixel in the luminance channel and sampled into P
pixels as proposed in [8]. The contrast corresponding to the
central pixel is measured by using the information from the
intensity values of the pixels in the circular neighbourhood.
1) Contrast by difference of means: The contrast of the
central pixel is given by the difference between the mean of
intensity values higher than or equal to that of central pixel and
the mean value of intensity values lower than that of central
pixel. The contrast is set to zero if all the pixels have intensity
values either higher than or equal to or lower than that of
central pixel.
2) Contrast by variance: If gp denotes the intensity values
of the pixels in circular neighbourhood, the variance measure
of contrast var is given by Equation 2.
var =

P −1
1 �
(gp − µ)2
P p=0

(2)

where
µ=

P −1
1 �
gp
P p=0

(3)

C. Histogram adjustment of contrast measure
The contrast measure thus obtained is scaled such that its
maximum value is one. The histogram of the scaled contrast
measure is computed with ten bins and the value of the contrast
threshold (C) corresponding to which there is steep decline in
the number of pixels is recorded. The contrast values between
0 and C are scaled to the range 0 − 1 and the values higher
than the threshold C are clamped to 1. This is done to ensure
that range of variation in the contrast measure is large enough
to produce effective tone mapping.

D. Design of kernel
Tone mapping is achieved by applying a Gaussian kernel
on the luminance channel in the logarithmic domain. The
Gaussian kernel is function of the contrast measure c computed
above after histogram adjustment. It is given by Equation 4.
� 2�
−c
α
φ(c) = √ e 2σ2
(4)
σ 2π
In the above equation the parameters σ and α are taken as
inputs from the user. σ handles the amount of local contrast in
the tone mapped image. α is a scaling factor that is responsible
for handling the overall contrast in the tone mapped image.
We have used the value 0.5 for both σ and α for the results
presented in the paper.
E. Generation of tone mapped image
The new luminance channel Lnew is given by Equation 5.
Lnew = eφ(c) ln(L)

(5)

We used the approach discussed in [4] for restoring the
color information to obtain the tone mapped low dynamic
range image (see Equation 6).
�
�
Lnew
IRnew =
IR
(6)
L
�
�
Lnew
IB
IBnew =
L
�
�
Lnew
IG
IGnew =
L
IV.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

We present two sets (BottlesSmall and Memorial) of tone
mapped images obtained by using both the measures of
contrast i.e. contrast by difference of means and contrast by
variance. In further discussion, MeanTMO refers to the TMO
proposed by us which uses difference of means as a measure
of contrast and VarianceTMO refers to the TMO which uses
variance as a measure of contrast. For each set of images we
present the tone mapped images obtained by using reference
TMOs in ﬁgure 2 and ﬁgure 4. For each of the reference TMO
we have used the best possible values of the input parameters.
The radius of the circular neighbourhood has been set to 2.
Also, for each set of images we have compared the tone
mapped LDR images with the corresponding HDR image using
the online Dynamic Range (In)dependent Metrics (DRIM) [9]
as shown in ﬁgure 3 and ﬁgure 5. The metric compares the
images on the basis of three parameters namely, loss of visible
contrast, ampliﬁcation of invisible contrast and reversal of
visible contrast. The color code of the three parameters of
comparison is given in ﬁgure 1. We also tabulate and compare
the execution time of the code for the TMOs proposed by us
and the reference TMOs (Table I).
From ﬁgure 2 it can be observed that in case of TumblinRushmeierTMO, WardHistTMO, DragoTMO and ReinhardTMO the part of the image comprising of basket and front
of the table is looking very dark. ChiuTMO and FattalTMO
are not able to preserve the overall contrast of the image.

AshikhminTMO ampliﬁes contrast as a result of which the
tone mapped LDR image is not visually pleasing. YeeTMO
leads to saturation of intensity values in the bright parts
such as yellow part of the bottle in the front. In case of
DurandTMO, changing the value of CMax from 85 to 55
results in loss of details in the yellow part of the bottle
in the front if we want to see the details in the front part
of the table. MeanTMO and VarianceTMO do not result in
any of such effects. Thus, MeanTMO and VarianceTMO are
able to preserve the details in both bright as well as dark
regions of the image. Also MeanTMO and VarianceTMO do
not produce any halo effect. The comparison with HDR image
using DRIM metrics (ﬁgure 3) shows that there is no ampliﬁcation of contrast in MeanTMO and VarianceTMO whereas
there is signiﬁcant ampliﬁcation of contrast in WardHistTMO,
DragoTMO, AshikhminTMO and FattalTMO. The degree of
loss of contrast in MeanTMO and VarianceTMO is less than
that of ChiuTMO and FattalTMO.
From ﬁgure 4 it can be observed that DragoTMO, ReinhardTMo, AshikhminTMO and FattalTMO result in overall
dark appearance of the image resulting in loss of visual details.
WardHistTMO and ChiuTMO are not able to preserve the
overall contrast of the image. TumblinRushmeierTMO does
not show details in the dark regions of the image such as
the left part of the ceiling which are visible in MeanTMO
and VarianceTMO. YeeTMO leads to saturation of intensity
values in regions such as the window on the topmost part
of the dome. DurandTMO again leads to loss of details in
bright regions if we want to see the details in the dark
regions on changing the value of CMax from 85 to 55. For
this image also MeanTMO and VarianceTMO successfully
overcome all such effects. The comparison with HDR image
using DRIM metrics (ﬁgure 5) shows that there is negligible
ampliﬁcation of contrast in MeanTMO and VarianceTMO
whereas WardHistTMO, ChiuTMO, DurandTMO (CMax = 55)
and YeeTMO result in signiﬁcant ampliﬁcation of contrast. The
degree of loss of contrast in MeanTMO and VarianceTMO is
less than that of DragoTMO, ChiuTMO, AshikhminTMO and
FattalTMO.
The experiments were performed on MATLAB environment using a computer with Intel Core i5 (1.8GHz, 64 bit)
processor and 8GB RAM. From Table I it can be observed that
for both sets of images (BottlesSmall and Memorial) the execution time of VarianceTMO is lesser than that of MeanTMO.
Also the execution time of our operators is comparable to that
of few other reference operators and more than ten times lesser
than that of YeeTMO.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The approach proposed in this paper tone maps HDR
images using contrast based local operators namely MeanTMO
and VarianceTMO. Both these operators are computationally
simpler as compared to existing TMOs as these operators
use the methodology of LBPs in which the contrast measure
is calculated using information from the pixels in a circular
neighbourhood. Also, the proposed operators take only two
parameters as inputs from the user. The proposed approach
successfully produces LDR images preserving the details in
bright as well as dark regions of the HDR image. The operators
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Fig. 2: The input HDR image is BottlesSmall.hdr [23]. (a) TumblinRushmeierTMO (CMax = 1), (b) WardHistAdjTMO (nBin =
100), (c) DragoTMO (Dragob = 0.1), (d) ChiuTMO (k = 5), (e) ReinhardTMO(pLocal = 1), (f) AshikhminTMO (LdMax = 1),
(g) DuarandTMO (CMax = 85), (h) DurandTMO (CMax = 55), (i) FattalTMO (fBeta = 0.95), (j) YeeTMO (nLayer = 64), (k)
MeanTMO (σ = 0.5, α = 0.5), (l) VarianceTMO (σ = 0.5, α = 0.5).
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Fig. 3: Dynamic Range (In)dependent Metrics comparison results for corresponding TMOs in ﬁgure 2. The color code of the
metric is given in ﬁgure 1.
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Fig. 4: The input HDR image is Memorial.hdr [23]. (a) TumblinRushmeierTMO (CMax = 1), (b) WardHistAdjTMO (nBin =
100), (c) DragoTMO (Dragob = 0.1), (d) ChiuTMO (k = 5), (e) ReinhardTMO (pLocal = 1), (f) AshikhminTMO (LdMax = 1),
(g) DuarandTMO (CMax = 85), (h) DurandTMO (CMax = 55), (i) FattalTMO (fBeta = 0.95), (j) YeeTMO (nLayer = 64), (k)
MeanTMO (σ = 0.5, α = 0.5), (l) VarianceTMO (σ = 0.5, α = 0.5).

Name of TMO

Fig. 1: DRIM Index

are comparable to the existing operators discussed in this paper
in terms of execution time.
Future scope of the proposed method includes incorporation of wavelets and ﬁlter banks to process high pass and low
pass coefﬁcients separately in order to overcome minor loss
and reversal of contrast introduced by the proposed approach
[24]. We want to experiment using the robust local binary
pattern based contrast measure [25]. We also want to analyse
and compare the proposed approach with more HDR scenes
with very large change in the luminance values. Further, we
would like to deﬁne the parameters of the proposed approach
to match the speciﬁcations of a given digital display device.

TumblinRushmeier [12]
WardHistAdj [11]
Drago [14]
Chiu [15]
Reinhard [16]
Ashikhmin [17]
Durand (CMax = 85) [18]
Durand (CMax = 55) [18]
Fattal [19]
Yee [20]
Mean (Proposed)
Variance (Proposed)

BottlesSmall

Memorial

1.71
1.30
1.04
13.72
1.62
3.97
7.72
6.80
9.43
172.54
16.89
14.08

1.49
1.45
1.41
10.26
1.53
2.75
5.47
5.73
6.74
190.64
22.53
9.12

TABLE I: Execution time of different TMOs for tone mapping
the HDR images (BottleSmall and Memorial) (in seconds)
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